




Review: Charming meditation on 
wood, craft in Atlanta artist’s show 
Monday, Jan. 25, 2016 
 
By Felicia Feaster - For the AJC 
 
Artist Martha Whittington has a thing for wood. As of late, she’s been making 
elaborate installations and sculptures from it, filling galleries and museums with 
strange worlds of her own invention, kingdoms of plywood and wood glue. 
 
In “Used Air” at Whitespace Gallery, Whittington created an immersive show 
with wood contraptions as the centerpiece, built on the idea of coal mining. In 
“Deus Ex Machina” at the Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia, she created 
a vivid world out of plywood and fabric, manned by unseen workers engaged in 
monotonous labors like slaves in some dystopian future. 
 

 
Atlanta artist Martha Whittington makes wood, as in these mahogany branches, 
the centerpiece of her solo exhibition at Westside’s Sandler Hudson.  
 
 
Whittington’s latest solo show, at Sandler Hudson Gallery, is, just in time for 
Valentine’s Day, a love letter to a favorite material — wood — that most 
malleable and shape-shifting of media, the stuff of writing paper and furniture, 
guns and ships. 
 

http://www.myajc.com/news/entertainment/an-artists-take-on-working-in-a-coal-mine/nZ3Gz/


“With the Grain: Works on Paper” is this Atlanta artist’s sly celebration of wood’s 
incredible variety. Her solo exhibition incorporates the ladylike paper craft of 
quilling, a pastime of the upper crust since the Renaissance, and the working 
folk’s labor of wood splitting and furniture making. Lumberjacks and Shakers 
would feel equally at home in this wood-grain tribute to all things hickory, poplar 
and mahogany. It’s a celebration of the common urge of artists and craftspeople 
to make something new from the materials at hand. 
 
Whittington’s shows often give off a tangible sense of the artist’s delight in 
making things and pursuing an idea in a multiplicity of forms. One of this artist’s 
true gifts is a very human approach, a warmth and wit and accessibility in the 
things she makes that let you forget their more conceptual elements, and just 
enjoy them as smartly made objects with a creative mind and deft hand behind 
them. 
 

 
“QB215” by Atlanta artist Martha Whittington is featured at Sandler Hudson 
Gallery as part of her solo exhibition, “With the Grain” 
 
With references to furniture making and craft, “With the Grain” features a 
selection of small sculptures, works on paper, as well as a few larger sculptures. 
Whittington’s work has often shown a low-key wit and sense of absurdity. Those 
characteristics are on winning display in the sculpture “MB315,” which features 
three abstracted branches carved from mahogany and leaning against a wall like 
loafers. The objects have a semblance of nature, but look more like neo-woody 
design courtesy of West Elm or Pottery Barn. These almost comical 
approximations of “branch” show the human propensity to bring nature indoors in 
the most circumscribed ways imaginable. 
 
Craftsmanship is at the heart of other works too, like the small framed sculptural 
pieces in wood and paper that show a wedge splitting a log. Graphic and simple, 
these humorous illustrations of the task at hand suggest a textbook instructional 
on wood splitting. The way Whittington conveys “log” in the image is hilariously 
minimalist: with a simple knot hole. 



 
“With the Grain” isn’t necessarily Whittington’s most spectacular moment as an 
artist, but more a suitably restrained, meditative digression fitted to the confines 
of a small gallery space. The heroic scale, compelling storytelling and theatrical 
impact of some of her most memorable shows at Whitespace or MOCA GA will 
certainly stand as far more memorable triumphs. But there is a lovely simplicity 
and elegance to the work in “With the Grain,” much like a finely crafted Shaker 
table. 

 
 
Various forms of wood, including carved mahogany and quilled paper., are 
featured in “With the Grain: Works on Paper.”  
 
 
 
 
ART REVIEW 
“With the Grain: Works on Paper” 
Through March 5. 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mondays-Fridays. Free. Sandler Hudson 
Gallery, 1000 Marietta St., Suite 116. 404-817-3300,  
 
www.sandlerhudson.com. 
Bottom line: A clever ode to wood and the shared preoccupations of art and craft.	

http://www.sandlerhudson.com/


burnaway.org http://burnaway.org/review/martha-whittington-with-the-grain-works-on-paper/

Caroline Stover January 29, 2016

Martha Whittington Goes Beyond the Bark, at Sandler Hudson

Installation view of Martha Whittington’s “With the Grain: Works on Paper,” at Sandler Hudson through March 5.

Anyone who has walked into a Martha Whittington exhibition in Atlanta over the past several years might be surprised
by her current solo show, “With the Grain: Works on Paper,” at Sandler Hudson Gallery. While her previous shows
featured large sculptural objects within installations or environments that included audio and video accompaniment
and even human performers, “With the Grain” is a series of mostly small works that simply seek to explore the form
and beauty of wood.

Whittington is known for immersing herself in a celebration of her materials. The pieces in this exhibition are created
with her signature precision and perfectionism, but the weighty themes that often characterize her
installations — themes of death, mystical archetypes, mindless labor, cultural assimilation — are absent. In “With the
Grain,” Whittington’s creative purpose is to make art that stands on its own as a thing of beauty.

http://burnaway.org
http://burnaway.org/review/martha-whittington-with-the-grain-works-on-paper/
http://i2.wp.com/burnaway.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/06.jpg
http://www.marthawhittington.com/
http://www.sandlerhudson.com/
http://i1.wp.com/burnaway.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/BJ515-and-BJ315.jpg
http://i1.wp.com/burnaway.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/QB215.jpg


Martha Whittington, BJ515 and BJ315, 2015; hand-embossed Reeves BFK from poplar timber,
inlayed with mahogany wood, each 20 by 38 inches.

Most of the works in the show are framed and wall-mounted, with the exception of a trio of aluminum and mahogany
sculptures in the center of the intimate gallery space. In the smaller pieces, Whittington takes white Reeves BFK
paper and golden-brown mahogany and crafts them into spare, clean, geometric shapes that are then mounted on
cream linen and framed in bleached pine. The overall effect calls to mind midcentury Scandinavian design with its
emphasis on minimalist objects made of wood and natural fibers.

There are several recurring shapes in these constructions. One shape is a white paper “plank” that she devised by
hand-embossing wood on pieces of BFK, permeating the paper with a ghostly grain. The planks in one piece, titled
MT1115, are connected to each other in a way that suggests mortise and tenon joints. In BJ515 and BJ315, the paper
planks are joined by mahogany bowtie keys, the wood pieces cut paper-thin, the paper planks embossed with wood
grain. Whittington is playing with the fundamental relationship between the materials, the result being artworks that
contain a quiet simplicity and sometimes a bit of irony.

Another common element in Whittington’s constructions is the mahogany tree/branch. MB315 is an arrangement of
three of these branches. The 6-foot-tall mahogany rods are narrow and perfectly straight except for small dowels that
extend out from them like sawed-off twigs. The shapes are so pared down to their essence as to be almost abstract.
In QB215, Whittington hand-cut two 9-by-8-inch mahogany blocks on top of which she placed a tiny tree, like an
abstracted memory of what the block of wood used to be.



Martha Whittington, QB215, 2015; quilled Reeves BFK and mahogany blocks, 9½ by
8 by 2 inches.

In a 2014 interview with BURNAWAY, Whittington talked about her process-focused approach to her art and her
devotion to research. She said, “It becomes all about the material, the ability to manipulate and the countless hours of
research on the subject matter. I love to research things!” When she embarked on “With the Grain,” she delved into
paper art forms and discovered quilling, a Victorian craft that involves rolling paper into tight spirals and using them to
make shapes and designs. She then quilled BFK paper into small, medium, and large spirals, which appear most
notably in TRQ315, where the viewer has the “aha!” moment realizing the quilled paper represents tree stumps. Once
again, the work is light-heartedly self-referential. To solidify the reference, Whittington placed a tiny golden-brown
tree/branch next to each white quilled stump.

Four of the most striking pieces in the show are squares of embossed paper with hand-cut geometric shapes within a
circular center. The circles represent saw blades, and the shapes inside them are the various cuts of wood the blades
create. Obviously, Whittington is deeply drawn to trees, but she doesn’t hug trees so much as embrace the process
that enables her to transform the tree’s essence. In “With the Grain,” she creates art that is as much about the beauty
of the tools and the labor involved in working with wood as it is about the beauty of the wood itself.

Martha Whittington’s “With the Grain: Works on Paper” is at Sandler Hudson Gallery through March 5.

Caroline Stover is a resident of Atlanta who works in publishing.

 

http://burnaway.org/interview/studio-visit-martha-whittington/


Martha Whittington, TRQ315, 2015; each is made from one sheet of quilled Reeves
BFK and hand-carved mahogany, 15 by 22 inches.

http://i1.wp.com/burnaway.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/TRQ315.jpg
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2012 Arts Year in Review: Creativity, ambition trumped 
economy in season of astonishing shows 

By Suzanne Van Atten  

The economy continued to cast its gloomy shadow on the Atlanta arts scene, resulting in gallery closings, the end of a 
theatrical institution, and a temporary lock-out of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in a battle over pay cuts. Nevertheless, 
the year saw some astonishing productions and exhibitions in venues both big and small. For every mega show like 
Thornton Dial’s retrospective at the High and “Twyla Tharp’s The Princess and the Goblin” at the Atlanta Ballet, there was 
Ben Roosevelt’s “The Blue Flame” show at Get This! Gallery and the CounterPoint Festival of electronic dance music in a 
field 20 miles south of Atlanta. Low points aside, there was plenty to celebrate in 2012. Our critics share their favorite 
events from the year. 

Visual arts: Some galleries close; others redefine themselves  

Audiences had to take the good with the bad this year. There were notable gallery closings, including Solomon Projects 
(at the tail end of 2011), Kiang Gallery, Jennifer Schwartz Gallery and Saltworks Gallery. But though they often gave up 
their brick and mortar spaces, several of these shuttered galleries launched “pop-up” shows at venues from the W 
Midtown to Schwartz’s one-night-only shows at sites around the city. Established galleries hung tight in a tough economic 
climate, but plenty of independent curatorial ventures such as Dashboard Co-Op continued to stage inventive, provocative 
shows in unusual spaces.  

Here are some of our favorites from 2012. 

“Hard Truths: The Art of Thornton Dial,” High Museum of Art 

In the South it’s easy to be a little jaded when it comes to folk art. Too often such self-taught art reinforces cliches about 
the region that involve religious obsession. Alabama seer Thornton Dial’s operatic canvases shatter that stereotype with a 
dark, poetic vision and a profound engagement with social issues. 

Dashboard Co-Op, “100,000 Cubicle Hours,” Atlanta Contemporary Art Center 

This freelance curatorial group founded by Beth Malone and Courtney Hammond garnered a prestigious $30,000 grant 
from the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation this year. They also staged a tight, clever show-within-a-show, upstaging the 
Contemporary’s “Day Job: Georgia” with their own fugue on working life. “100,000 Cubicle Hours” proved these 
young’uns can hold their own against established spaces and deliver a cohesive vision. 

Meg Aubrey, “Domiciled,” Whitespace Gallery 

In her chilly, pared-down paintings, Meg Aubrey continues to deliver scathing visions of suburban life. But in this show 
the artist enlarged her view to show how the economic crisis is affecting the cul-de-sac set. 

Martha Whittington, “deus ex machina” Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia 

This Atlanta-based sculptor delivered an immersive, profound installation at the Buckhead museum that centered on soul-
crushing labor, a topic treated with both despair and humor in a vivid, canny show with shades of Thornton Wilder’s “Our 
Town” and George Orwell’s “1984.” 

Ben Roosevelt, “The Blue Flame,” Get This! Gallery 

In this atmospheric show, Ben Roosevelt transformed the small Westside gallery into a David Lynch-style dive bar. There 
was art, a working bar with cheap beer and a suggestion that rather than an elitist, inaccessible institution, the art gallery 
could be a comforting gathering place that just happens to feature art on the walls. 

— Felicia Feaster 



 	  

Martha Whittington and Beacon Dance Seek Gods in the Machine at 
MOCA GA 

Written By Andrew Alexander on October 4, 2012 in Dance, Reviews  

 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 

Martha Whittington‘s exhibition of sculpted objects at the Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia 
(MOCA GA) entitled deus ex machina recalls “the moment when machines became gods and workers 
became machines,” according to a phrase freshly painted in antiquated script on the space’s far wall. From 
the look of the objects themselves, I imagine that Whittington might place that moment somewhere 
between the beginning of the Industrial Revolution and the opening of the twentieth century, though it 
could just as easily be another imagined time. 

The objects suggest the shift in society from field to factory. There’s an obvious anxiety about the moment: 
it’s an unpleasant, alienating time when some natural proclivity in humans for productivity and 
industriousness is exploited for material profit and at a spiritual cost. This mood is best articulated when the 
dancers of Beacon Dance under the direction of choreographer D. Patton White activate the objects at 
performances occurring at various times throughout the exhibition. 



 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 

Whittington gives a gorgeous tightness and precision to her sculptures. They appear polished, monolithic, 
almost detail-less at first glance, but examination reveals their almost obsessive handmade craftsmanship. 
The needle of a Victrola is sewn to its arm with leather straps showing an airless exactitude in the perfectly 
even stitching. Canvas booths with porthole screens in felt cases display instructional videos of repetitive 
tasks: when not working with the machines, performers watch videos showing them how to work. Straps, 
stiff felt aprons, polished steel wheels, a wheelchair for one of the performers, mirrored eggs pulled from 
pigeon-breasted black bags, a hand-cranked gramophone that makes a plaintive high-pitched wail to call 
orkers to and away from work—these objects don’t waste an atom’s worth of space. 

 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 



 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 

But the overall purpose, the endgame of all that efficiency, remains disturbingly elusive. Paired with 
Beacon Dance’s choreography, the artwork enacts a constant dialogue between the seen labor of the 
performers using the machines and the unseen labor of the sculptor: the carving, cutting, chiseling, sewing, 
and building that occupy the working artist’s life. 

There’s a tidiness to the exhibit, a simplicity that functions both in its asset and against it. By subtracting 
extraneous details in favor of fresh-from-the-factory cleanliness, the works make it clear that the moment is 
being recalled to the present, brushing away any sense of dustiness or nostalgia. It impresses with its sharp 
lines, polished surfaces, and snugly fitting joints, but the cleanliness occasionally gives way to sparseness. 



 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 

 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 



 

Photo by Karley Sullivan. 

The white cube of a gallery space can rarefy an object, pulling out its fascinating characteristics, and at 
other times rob it of its vitality. I did wonder what the performance might look like at a venue like the Goat 
Farm Arts Center or MASS Collective—some place that shows the bruises of history, perhaps with the 
objects themselves showing some bruises, as well. 

I longed for more activity in the performance, too. There was clever activation of the ladders with a rope 
hung between them supported by a long staff, but there was an overarching somber stillness through much 
of the choreographed work. It needed more doing, more business, more activity, and less rigidity and 
slowness. 

Still, deus ex machina takes a fascinating, provocative stance through its self-reflexive, hall-of-mirrors 
examination of effort and industriousness. For what purpose is all that measuring, carving, chiseling, 
polishing, and making? In the end, as the exhibition’s title suggests, Whittington just keeps her head down 
as she goes about the tedious but necessary task of trying to pull a god out of the machine. 

Beacon Dance returns to MOCA GA for a final performance at 1PM this Saturday, October 6, 2012, which 
also serves as the closing date for Martha Whittington’s exhibition. 

	  



 

 
August 2, 2012 

Artist's point well-suited to our times 
By Felicia Feaster  
For the AJC  

Martha Whittington is a sculptor who has, at times, lost herself in the tactile, dramatic properties of her 
medium, falling in love with material for material's sake. In her solo show at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Georgia, "deus ex machina," the artist pulls off a far more satisfying feat, creating a 
fully-realized world. The sculptural vignettes she has crafted are like pieces of a theatrical tableaux that 
comes alive when a viewer enters the space. 

Funny, ominous and creepy, the exhibition employs a relatively bare-bones array of materials: stainless 
steel, wool felt, leather and unstained wood to evoke a vivid, multi-dimensional world — Joseph Beuys 
meets Home Depot. Whittington has filled the gallery space with a series of work stations, tall ladders, 
wheeled devices and tools that conjure up a place where mysterious actions unfold. 

As the inscription on the gallery's far wall makes clear, "deus ex machina" is about work. Written on that 
wall in antiquated script is the phrase "recalling the moment when machines became gods and workers 
became machines." The words conjure up all manner of dystopian science fiction, from George Orwell's 
"1984" to the 1927 Fritz Lang German-Expressionist film "Metropolis," in which workers are soulless 
machines resigned to a life of perpetual labor. 

It is clear from the spartan work stations, tools and presence of some task-master overseer, that the 
workers in this place are living a joyless life of repetitive and possibly forced labor. A "Containment 
Fence," made of cotton string and hung on one wall, suggests a prison of sorts, or perhaps even a self-
imposed trap that these industrious workers have woven themselves. Whittington summons up a world 
that mixes references to Industrial Age past and some grim future in which workers wear strange garb to 
do even stranger activities involving stainless steel balls, wood and repetitive knot-making. 

It does not appear to be a happy place. An "Overseer Cart," suggests the unseen labors are cruelly 
monitored. The cart boasts a wooden platform on wheels with a small bench where some unseen foreman 
sits. Next to the seat is a round metal circle like the kind of massive key ring sported by janitors, 
apartment landlords or jailers. Dozens of round metal pieces on the ring suggest the human lives under 
the overseer's control. 

A series of four canvas "Changing Screens" set up in the gallery with a wooden bench behind each 
summon up the idea of a locker room where workers change into their workaday garb. Hung on the wall 
behind each screen is a uniform "Wearable Objects," for the task at hand: cotton webbing belts, heavy felt 
aprons, or in one case a metal mesh backpack that looks like something a beekeeper might sport. In 
videos hung inside heavy wool felt cases, the "work" in question is shown, like some tutorial for each 
laborer's specific task. The black and white videos show hands performing bizarre gestures: knot tying, 
wood smoothing, the careful handling of a stainless steel ball. 



 

 

 

Whittington's point is well-suited to our own age: Many of us work at jobs whose end result is unclear, 
full of tedium, routine and labor detached from creativity. To an occupant of the past surveying our own 
world, our labors — hunched over keyboards typing frantically away at some mysterious task — would 
probably seem just as bizarre as the ones evoked in "deus ex machina." 

The Bottom Line: An Atlanta sculptor conjures up an impressively vivid world in beautifully 
evocative details and craftsmanship. 

Art Review 

"Martha Whittington: deus ex machina" 

Through Oct. 6. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesdays-Saturdays. Free for members and U.S. military with ID; $5 for 
non-members; $1 for students and seniors. The Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia, 75 Bennett 
Street, Suite A2, NW, Atlanta. 404-367-8700, www.mocaga.org. 

	  



 
                    Review: Martha Whittington’s meaningless labor, 

pointless activity, humans as machines 
August 2, 2012  
By JERRY CULLUM  

 

Martha Whittington’s installation “deus ex machina” depicts workers as totally alienated from their labor. 
(Photos by John Ramspott and Martha Whittington) 

Martha Whittington’s Working Artist Project installation “deus ex machina,” at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Georgia through October 6, is described in silent-film-caption wall lettering as a 
recollection of “the moment when machines became gods and workers became machines.” The echo of 
such German Expressionist depictions of labor as the celebrated film “Metropolis” is unmistakable. So is 
the Expressionist lineage of Whittington’s immense woven and wooden sculptures, although there are more 
contemporary artistic parallels to their rough linear geometry, which is pared down to essentials that are the 
very opposite of sleek. 

Although the artist describes her materials as “referencing traditional modes of early industry,” the 
extensive use of wood suggests an even longer arc of history. This is a semi-mythic look at the all-too-
literal use of the human body as an incidental implement, an energy-producing machine part for the  

 



 

production of God knows what, but the workers making the product don’t. Here the alienation of the 
workers from the results of their labor is total; it’s clear that, regardless of the purpose of Whittington’s 
sculptural objects, they are machines in which the people who operate them have no emotional stake and no 
financial stake beyond payment received for their particular actions. 

 

The sculptures by themselves look appropriately but mysteriously clunky. They include such objects as a 
wooden cart with mirrored-steel wheels (the checklist calls it an “Overseer’s Cart”), a couple of oddly 
shaped tripod ladders and a workstation (“Assessment Table”) with objects in sacks. Everything seems 
more or less familiar and alien at the same time, which of course is Whittington’s intent. 

The relationship between one object and another doesn’t become apparent until the installation is set in 
motion by the artists of Beacon Dance, scheduled to perform at different times (but more or less weekly) 
during the run of the exhibition. As a musical score composed by Jon Ciliberto begins to play, the dancers 
dress in the work clothes appropriate to their functions. Beacon Director D. Patton White, for example, puts 
on a complicated harness appropriate for heavy lifting, though he heaves no implement more strain-
inducing than a hand-made, hand-cranked Victrola-style record player. 

Ranging in age and physical condition from fresh-faced and youthful to gray-haired and wheelchair-bound, 
the dancers/workers carry out their appointed tasks. Metal globes are removed from the sacks and 
deposited, one by one, into an adjacent bin. A rope is attached between the two tall ladders and supported 
by a notched pole at its midpoint. The Victrola’s record is played. The overseer, seated on her cart, keeps 
track of the action by moving numbers of pierced metal disks on a large ring. 

What does it all mean? Nobody involved in the process knows, and that’s the point. This is work in which 
the routine is related only to itself, from the before-and-after floor sweeping to the rope tying to the globe 
transferring, and there is no need for anyone involved to know the meaning of their actions. The skill set 
involved in manipulating ropes and ladders is a bit more advanced than the elementary one required to 
move metal balls around, but there is still no need to know the purpose of the activity. 

 

 



 

 

In this case, the artist is the decision-maker who knows why all this is going on. Whittington’s 
artist’s statement explains how “the intense toil that utilizes these objects produces no discernible end 
result” other than a “testament to the requirement to labor continuously, with rest and retirement removed 
as options.” 

She further describes her objects and devices as having been “meticulously, manually constructed from 
rough hewn to finish, in a manner similar to traditional factory methods, much like the sweat shops and 
sewing factories of [the] past.” And as the antiquated feel of the scene implies, this surely represents long 
ago and far away — a place and time in which it would be cheaper to turn human beings into repetitive 
robots than to invest in the skill-intensive machinery that requires worker responsibility for the processes of 
production. 

What else it might represent is left to what Whittington calls the viewer’s “perhaps uncomfortable 
decisions.” 

	  



 
 
Martha Whittington’s 100 Whispers a palpable sonic map at Studioplex 
January 6, 2011 
By Staci Stone  

 
Installation view of 100 Whispers at Studioplex, Martha Whittington, 2010. Photo courtesy the artist. 
 
A detailed understanding of acoustics and audio technology is not required to lose yourself in 100 
Whispers, Martha Whittington’s current exhibition at Studioplex.  The variety in tone, accent, and 
interpretation of the same spoken word, “whisper,” transmitted through a dynamic composition of 
repurposed artifacts, offers a calm familiarity to anyone who will listen. 
 
Whittington’s soundscape is a collection of recordings taken from 100 local Atlantans, composed into an 
intricate network of sound by the artist. Each voice is produced through a seemingly empty shining bowl 
that allows individual sound to rise and fall in one unidentifiable place, giving way to the next anonymous 
whisper. 100 of these vessels fill the gallery and are placed on platforms, creating a cluster of sound from 
every corner as the word is repeated. The tempo is inconsistent and yet the voices don’t overlap, like an 
unpredictable but polite conversation between strangers. Whittington’s acute sense of space and discretion 
with materials compels us to navigate and eventually stand still in the midst of the dialogue.  
 
Detailed view of smaller sound vessels, Martha Whittington, 2010. Photo courtesy the artist. 
The spacious gallery has been enclosed for the exhibition to provide a sense of privacy, giving the viewer a 
moment to interpret the meaning of such an intimate spoken word. Recorded participants sound as if they 
are spreading rumors or sharing something deeply personal. The exposed speaker wires reveal a delicate 
and tangled movement of sound, while creating a visual linking system. Whittington’s raw aesthetic and 
use of mundane materials is similar to the work of several Dadaist sculptors, but also seems to draw visual 
cues from current sound artists such as Ed Osborn. 
A thin and continuous horizon line is drawn along the walls at eye level, allowing us to imagine that what is 
heard in this small gallery could actually converge in space and vanish. As the viewer walks toward the 
horizon, it materializes as a linear account of written names; each person who participated in the project is 
identified on the same line that traditionally separates ground from sky and determines the depth of a scene. 
Whittington’s sensitive transformation of the gallery into a navigable geography allows vaporous sound to 
become a tangible part of the built terrain. 
 
Detail view of horizon, Martha Whittington, 2010. Photo courtesy Staci Stone. 
Reconstructing an open space with static objects that usher a viewer through the space is something that has 
always been a byproduct of the artist’s installations. In earlier works such as Raddle Cross, the randomly 
patterned movement of repeating wooden discs attached to a motor impelled viewers to continue moving 
through the gallery. The current exhibition at Studioplex creates the same compulsion for us, but is guided 
by the distribution of recorded audio. A traditionally kinetic artist, Whittington has found a new way to 
activate a lifeless space with this echoing, enigmatic melody. 
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